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First Supplement to Memorandum 2001-42

Nonjudicial Dispute Resolution Under CID Law: General Approach

Attached to this memorandum are the following letters that touch upon the

Commission’s general approach to nonjudicial dispute resolution under common

interest development law:

Exhibit p.
1. Tim Lange, Yucaipa .......................................... 1

2. Donie Vanitzian, Marina del Rey ................................ 3

The substance of the letters is briefly summarized in this memorandum.

Comments of Mr. Lange

Mr. Lange is concerned primarily with issues involving senior citizens in

common interest developments. He has a number of suggestions, some of which

coincide with concepts the Commission will be exploring as part of its

nonjudicial dispute resolution inquiry. His suggestions include:

(1) Governmental support services, perhaps by the Departments of Real

Estate (initial construction and occupancy), Corporations (educate, guide,

monitor), and Justice (intervene in significant or chronic violations).

(2) Educate boards and homeowners.

(3) Designate an advocate for disputes — “Please bear in mind, there is a real

and significant cost for taking your board to task, informally, formally, and

including mediation. These are not strangers, but our neighbors who serve.”

(4) Research needs of seniors and the recourse available to both boards and

homeowners when conflicts arise.

(5) The need is for help from government, not harsh penalties for individuals

or boards.

Comments of Ms. Vanitzian

Ms. Vanitzian is skeptical about the potential for alternative dispute

resolution. She believes what is really needed are laws making association books

and records accessible to homeowners. Her points include:
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(1) Both mediation and arbitration are costly and time consuming. “Mediation

is ineffective for homeowners in a CID, and arbitration can not only be confusing

for the homeowner complainant, it is more often than not, futile.”

(2) Making the small claims court available to the homeowner is useless,

unless the rules are changed to require the association to keep books and records

and make them available to the homeowner, enforceable by compensatory

damages up to the jurisdictional limit of the small claims court.

(3) Homeowners should retain voting rights regardless of their current

balance due with the association.

(4) There should be confidentiality of communications between homeowners

and the board.

(5) There should be a moratorium on new CID legislation until the

Commission’s review of the Davis-Stirling Act is completed.

With respect to this last point, the staff notes that the Commission’s position

has always been that the fact that the Commission is studying a topic should not

be used in the interim as an excuse to derail needed legislation. Unfortunately,

we believe the Commission’s study of CID law is being used as an argument by

opponents of bills seeking to defeat the bills.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
















